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WELCOME TO THE
WORLD OF TWINTEE
This hybrid golf tee is combining performance and first class marketing
The design and durability inspire professional golfers and amateurs alike: TWiNTEE provides eye-catcher of the
flight partners, brings joy while playing and gives you a feeling of security when „teeing-of“ before each tee
shot. Play well!
The product
A new era in golf technology and performance! The patented combination of wood and plastic combines the
advantages of both materials for optimal tee performance. In addition to the higher durability, compared to ordinary golf tees, the following properties of the TWiNTEE will convince you:
+ traditional look with modern technology
+ high quality, biobased materials
+ longer lifetime compared to conventional golf tees
+ three different lengths
+ Head brandable with logo, text or photo
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Available in different sizes and colours.
On request, various special colors, as well
as custom-made products are feasible.
+ brandable with LOGO or image by UV printing technology
As is already customary with golf balls, there is also the option of doing this in the same quality with the head of
our golf tee in same quality and look. TWiNTEE can be customized and personalized regarding your wishes and
imagination. Your logo or image simply should exist in a high quality print format (JPEG, EPS or AI). All official
colour codes, such as PANTONE® are supported. This branding can also be continued in packaging, to fullfill a
ideal company gift for example. This branding can also be applied to the packaging, making our product an ideal
corporate gift, among other things. How would you design your TWiNTEE?

+ TWiNTEE Special Edition via EDELRASTER
On request we can have your e.g. website address engraved into the side of the shaft of TWiNTEE via Edelraster,
a company located close to us in Weißkirchen. This personalized labeling will last the whole product lifetime and
can be clearly seen and felt. There is no abrasion, the engraving is very durable and gives the unique golf tee a
particularly nature-conscious, exclusive look.

+ TWiNTEE Colour
It‘s also possible to produce our TWiNTEE in a lot of different colours. Choose your favourite one and let uns
know, we will try to realize your wishes and produce the perfekt merchandising product for you. For the TWiNTEE
Colour Edition we do branding in black, white, grey or golden colour on top - if you are interested or have got
questions, feel welcome to get in touch with us!
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TWINTEE CUSTOMIZER
High quality and durable printing
#twintee
The digital printing process is one of the most modern and high-quality printing methods currently available
on the market. We have perfected this technique for golf tee printing and processed it for the most detailed
resolution. The ECO UV ink does not dry out in ambient air, but is cured directly after application to the surface
of the tee by use of a UV lamp.
This method offers the most realistic color quality for logos (Pantone, CMYK or other colour systems), which
is especially important for customers who want to share their corporate identity. The durability is very stable,
the resolution and the print sharpness are even more accurate than in all other printing processes. It meets the
highest requirements. With this method, we can print your logo or photo in best quality on your TWiNTEE.

PRINT QUALITY
To achieve the best print quality,
your file (jpeg or png) should
meet the minimum
criteria of:
600 x 600 px, 300 DPI or
alternatively use a .svg or .ai
By uploading your files you
confirm to have the rights to
use them.

FONTSIZE

PRICING

Font sizes that are smaller than
the default size set in the Customizer can be printed, but are
difficult to read on the tee. We
recommend to use less letters
in one line, but those once in a
bigger size to match eyes.

The prices listed in the Customizer
already include the printing and
packaging costs. You can choose
from the following lengths:

Your TWiNTEE Team

There are no printing
plate costs!

70 mm, 55 mm,
35 mm
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Get your

LOGO into play
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DESIGN YOUR
PERSONAL GOLFTEE
Easy and quick at www.twintee.at/customizer
There are things you have to do by your own, if you want to get the best out of them: Design your own golf
tee, for example! Only if you do that by yourself, you can get a product that suits you perfectly and makes you
feel good – every day, again and again on every tee shot.
You can combine the following PRINTING options:

TEXT

With our Customizer you can simply get your favorite text printed
on your personal TWiNTEE. If it´s
your name or a fancy slogan ... we
offer no limits, it´s all about your
phantasy.
Furthermore you can combine
your text with any kind of photo.

PHOTO

Have you ever thought about your
golf tee with a photo of a special memory or a special golf shot?
With TWiNTEE Customizer this is
easy to make! Just upload a image,
set the position and you will receive your personalised golf tee immediately. You can also combine it
with any kind of text.

LOGO

You are the owner of a company
or promoter of a golf tournament
and want to present your logo on
a golftee? No problem! With our
customizer you can simply upload
your logo in our system and create your personal give-away that
will be remembered such as your
company!
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DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR
THE TEE HEAD …
... in accordance to an ideal visual appearance of your desired logo tee
and the corresponding packaging.

Inner reference line for the size of the
design on the tee. Visual reference and
maximum area for full size logos.

Marking of the maximum printing range
on the tee, which must not / should not be
exceeded.

This line symbolises the golden ratio
in the print area, which can be used
to align designs / logos on the tee in
relation to their geometry.
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Main print area for important content.
When printing to the edge of the paper,
you need a bleed of 1-2 mm over the
edge of the printed product.
Represents the cutting edge of the insert
which optimally matches to the packaging.

… & ON THE
PACKAGING
Implement your own ideas at www.twintee.at/verpackung

Download
Choose a packaging – download a template
and design, it‘s that easy …
Inlay Polybag (PDF)
BUSINESSCARD BOX (PDF)
CLEARBOX M - Standard (PDF)
CLEARBOX L - Standard (PDF)

Note: Price on request
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Photos: 2021 GEPA Pictures
Above: Matthias Schwab on behalf of AUDI AG.
Left: Bernd Wiesberger on behalf of RAIFFEISEN.
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PACKAGING
ORGANIC PILLOW BOX
Sustainable, innovative, all-round designable ...
Our latest packaging variant is visually based on the „CLEARBOX“ product, but is made of cardboard for allround design. In this way, your corporate identity can be fully completed in the packaging, starting from the
TWiNTEE product. The cushion boxes are also available in sizes identical to the shapes of the CLEARBOXES.
They are made of sustainable uncoated cardboard and are delivered ready-packed. For economic reasons we
recommend quantities of 500 units or more.

Main print area for important content
Print area on the side for logo / web
address or something similar.

Cut edge and end size
of the box

When printing to the edge of the paper,
you need a bleed of 1-2 mm over the
edge of the printed product.
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REFINEMENT OF WOOD,
ACRYLIC AND MORE
EDELRASTER: CNC/LASER/UV-printing service provider
in the Murtal region
The refinement of wood, acrylic and much more is the core competence of the small business
in Weißkirchen. Uniformity, regularity and continuous quality are guaranteed for each order.
Together with the company EDELRASTER, TWiNTEE found one more way to make our wooden
golf tees more unique: with the help of a CO2 laser the shaft of TWiNTEE is now engraved with
your desired lettering (eg: your homepage URL) and given a personal touch.
The engraving can be clearly felt and is as durable as your tee. There is no abrasion, the engraving is very resistant and gives an already unique golf tee an exclusive look.

Competencies of EDELRASTER
• Production of high-quality wooden trophies and medals
• Extensive personal advice on material and feasibility
• Extensive know-how in the field of carpentry and advertising technology
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unique packaging
1. TWiNTEE Ammo box and various wood-packaging by LiGNURA.at. We see the box as a stage
for the skilful presentation of your gift ideas or products. Whether as an ammunition box for golfers,
which contains 450 TWiNTEEs à 70 mm (optionally
also with 300 TWiNTEEs à 70 mm and 12 balls of the
brands Titleist, Taylormade, Callaway, Srixon, Wilson
Staff or Vice Golf) or as a gift box, each wooden packaging can also be individually designed on the outside.

2. TWiNTEE BusinessCard • Your business card will be
combined in a clearbox with 5 Tees of different lengths.
We print your personal image or logo of your company
on top of TWiNTEE and design the inlay sheet like your
personal card.
3. TWiNTEE Polybag 12 • The ideal give-away for an
amateur tournament but also for PRO / Am. The polybag
contains 12 tees in different sizes, printed with your logo
or favorite design and a paper inlay in the same design.
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Wide range of product and packaging options

4. TWiNTEE Try Me • Try TWiNTEE and see for yourself
the quality and style of the product. You get 100 tees in
a mix of all lengths (65 x 70 mm, 30 x 55 mm and 5 x
35 mm) packed in a polybag. These are also available as
varied packages.
5. TWiNTEE LogoBox • Your custom design is printed
on the tees and lid of the transparent box! This box contains 150 pieces TWiNTEE à 70 mm.

6. TWiNTEE Starter gift woodbox • The small
noble woodbox includes a clearbox with 15 golf tees
and 2 logoballs embedded in wooden wool. As a
stylish addition, a pitch fork with ball markers can be
placed in the lid, making this extravagant wooden box
ideal for a perfect starter gift (e.g. for club members).
Depending on the occasion, you can customize the cover of the woodbox. We would be pleased to make some
suggestions for you to choose from.
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combination of picture and text as
logo, full-surface print

white logo print,
placed in the center

standard logo print,
placed in the center

coat of arms of the golfclub,
placed in the center

imprint of corporate identity

basic text print,
asymmetrical
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standard logo print in color,
placed in the center

combination of logo and photo,
inspired by the homepage

banner design of the homepage
full-surface print

full-surface photo print
including company logo

imprint of corporate identity

basic text print,
asymmetrical
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Woodbox Variations
The right size for every taste and occasion.
1

WOODBOX LARGE
Dimensions (inside): 383 x 95 x 90 mm

This packaging made of natural wood offers
space for a large bottle of your best wine, another culinary delicacy which is to be presented in a special way, but also for up to 450 pcs.
TWinTEE à 70 mm.
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Dimensions (inside): 310 x 83 x 83 mm
Delivery: 1 wooden LiGNURA box
including printing “on top”

* from August 2017 / All prices are gross per piece incl. 20% legal VAT.

< 1 pcs.
< 3 pcs.
< 5 pcs.
< 10 pcs.

€ 129,00
€ 115,00
€ 109,00
request

suitable for: specialities, sweets, parfums, cosmetics,
candles, liquors (up to 0.5 litres)

WOODBOX SMALL

Surprise family and friends with the little things
in life, which are especially pleasurable, packed
in a noble woodbox. This small wooden box is
especially suitable for starter gifts with various
contents.

€ 195,00
€ 175,00
€ 165,00
request

suitable for: liquors (up to 1 litres),
specialities, snacks, electronics, games

WOODBOX MEDIUM

Classy wooden box for 1 small bottle or speciality, printable with a photo or logo of your
choice, which is sure to surprise both your customers and your friends. Can hold up to 300 pcs.
TWiNTEE of 70 mm each.
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Delivery:1 LiGNURA wooden box
including print “on top” and up up
to 450 pcs. TWiNTEEs as content

< 1 pcs.
< 3 pcs.
< 5 pcs.
< 10 pcs.

Dimensions (inside): 200 x 66 x 45 mm
Delivery: 1 wooden LiGNURA box
including printing “on top”
suitable for: jewelry, accessories,
pens, golf tees

< 1 pcs.
< 3 pcs.
< 5 pcs.
< 500 pcs.

€19,50
€ 18,40
€ 17,20
€ 16,60
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Developed by
IB STEINER

Available all
over Europe
at TWiNTEE
partners

Follow us on
Facebook &
Instagram

Design your
TWiNTEE
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MERCHANDISE for COMPANYS
and GOLFCLUBS
Various packages as a starting gift for tournaments but also
for the daily club activities – Greenfee give-away
For corporate events on golf courses, promotional
events but also in the everyday play of a golf club, the
uniform appearance and corporate identity is an important aspect that should be staged professionally
and well coordinated.
We strive to implement this within a few days to the
best of our ability and to incorporate our own ideas.
From business card boxes to small give-away packs to
logo boxes or ammunition boxes in corporate design
as an amateur price: You have the possibility to get the
whole package for your event or tournament series.
#twintee #haveAniceGAME
Pictured: 1st SOPRO Golftrophy in Golfclub Himberg

Golfclub - Partner Package
includes 10.000 pcs. TWiNTEES divided into various packaging for pro shop and golfclub use:
• 5.000 pcs. TWiNTEE with length distribution
unpacked at your option
• 250 pcs. Of polybags with 10 pcs. TWiNTEE
split in 5 x 70 mm, 3 x 55 mm and 2 x 35 mm
• 35 pcs. Polybag with 50 pcs. TWiNTEE in 70 mm
• Ammunition box with 250 pcs. TWiNTEE in 70 mm
Printing: logos printed on golf tees and
individual packaging
Production time: 3 working days
Partner program: inclusion of the golf club in
our online partnermap „World of TWiNTEE“
Pricing:		 from 2.200 Euro excl.VAT
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A NEW EDITION
OF POKER FOR
FAMILY & FRIENDS
Learn more on www.jykini.info
Based on rules of Holdem Poker, a Dice Game called „Mäxchen“ and Dice
Poker – during this game your need your poker face for sure! The gameplay is
simple, the rules clear, but the winner by no means. Are you a cards specialist?
Created as a party and family game, there is also the posibility of personalisation, such as individual logos designs or corporate identities of companies.

FIRST EDITION JKYxx1: THE COLOURS
Golfclub MURHOF: The traditional Styrian golfclub in Frohnleiten.
BK IMMO GmbH: Development and distribution of investment apartments for private and institutional investors.
Flann O‘Brien: Original Irish Pub in the city center of Graz.
HOCHZEITSMOOD: The aim of „FLORAL ART, PARTY and EVENT DESIGN
MURTAL/AUSTRIA“ is to create the perfect overall
arrangement for every customer, every location and
every event.
TWiNTEE.golf: Design your own logo golf tee.

You want to be part
of the next edition?
Apply here &
Learn about the
game rules

APPLICATIONS FOR JYKXXX: Please contact us via
www.jykini.info or +43 676 847277631 / spiel@jykini.info
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PARTNERS AND PLAYERS
#WORLDWIDE
Popular with professionals and TOUR events.
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In addition to the visual appeal and versatility of
TWiNTEE, quality and performance consolidate the

#1 status of this golf tee among professionals and
event organizers of TOUR tournaments. As a competent supplier of events of the EUROPEAN TOUR as well
as the CHALLENGE TOUR and as an official partner of
the ALPS TOUR, TWiNTEE enjoys great popularity over
the years. We are proud to be able to convince ama-

teurs and professionals of the ProAM events with the
advantages to distributed all over the world.
Thanks to our long-standing partners in the field of
logo articles, as well as the numerous fans, TWiNTEE
has now become a globally popular product.
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Lukas Nemecz

Florian Fritsch

„This product is perfect to
give-away on promotion
days or for amateurs during
a ProAm. The modern design is a real eyecatcher...“

„The precise and clean print of
the logo in combination with its
traditional style gives this tee a
nice look and it makes fun to play
with my personal family logo!“

Roland Steiner

Florian Prägant

„Since the first tests I am excited
about this tee, its an unbeatable combination of performance
and advertisement! A real trendy
product ...“

„I am impressed with the performance of these tees. They
hardly break off compared to
traditional wooden tees and
the company logo is always
well presented!“

SPONSORING &
TOURNAMENTS
Inspires professionals und amateurs the same
Are you organizing a tournament or sponsoring a golfing event? We can offer you the opportunity to give your
tournament participants a special gift or give-away, which
perfectly reflects the image of your company and the golf
club. We are happy to make your order according to the
style of your event.
Play well and best regards of the team of TWiNTEE
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AMATEUR PACKAGE

1

Perfect for good amateurs and
beginners to be well-equipped
for the season and to show off
your style. #playLIKEaPRO

PRO PACKAGE

1

2

Ideal for professionals or top
amateurs to promote their
sponsors or national teams.
#FEELtheTOURLIFE

3

2
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TWINTEE PLAYERS BOX
With style through the golf season – personalized magnet boxes for
PROs, amateurs and newcomers. #playLIKEaPROs
This elegant magnet box is matt black or white laminated and printed with your desired data and logos.
Both the top and the inside will be personalized and
provided with relevant information, such as: your home
club, according to the occasion. We are happy to personally address your wishes. The outside and the entire
contents are printed with the logo you have customi-

zed in the customizer. Depending on the selection, this
affects all Logotee‘s and golf balls.
Of course, this high quality Magent box is also designed for sharing, especially in the latter configuration.
You are welcome to design them as a gift to give a
fanatical golfer a surprise.
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MEMBERS PACKAGE

Perfect as a members gift for
beginners to be welcomed for
their first season at your golf
club or as a tournament gift.
#playTWiNTEE

1
2

After completing the order,
you will receive a preview
from us for the inside of the
box. This may include personal information, greetings,
but also the name and logo
of your home club or company. The outside and the entire
contents are printed with the
logo you have designed in the
customizer. Depending on the
selection, this affects all logo
tees in various length. The
TWiNTEE Members Box is available in 3 variations:
• PAR 144
• PAR 72
• PAR 36
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A HEART FOR TWINTEE
Collect donations through „Golfing with HEART“ and TWiNTEE

The annual sale of golf products by HCP GmbH is also
characterized by a charitable story.
It is not only our aim to offer quality products to our
customers and partners, but also to provide financial support for the needy, often helpless fellow human
beings and to enable a better future. In 2015, this idea
was created with the „I love TWINTE logo“ in order
to be active in this direction in connection with non -

profit institutions such as „golfing with the heart“.
Through the online sale of the Golftees with the „I love
TWINTE logo“, we want to collect an illustrative sum,
which is made available for further use to charity organisations and is only available to the needy persons.
The management of HCP0 GmbH will double the net
proceeds at the end of the year. Please help, give and
play TWiNTEE ...
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THE COMPANY AND THE
KNOW-HOW BEHIND IT
INNOVATION, COMPETENCE AND EXPERT STATUS ...
This is what distinguishes HYBRID COMPOSITE PRODUCTS GmbH. This austrian company is behind the development and production of the high-tech product TWiNTEE. We are a young, dynamic company that can react
flexibly to the market to meet your requirements. Supported by the know-how and experience of IB STEINER, we
implement products quickly and efficiently with superior features. HYBRID COMPOSITE PRODUCTS GmbH sets
trends and attaches great importance to quality and product performance. This is impressively demonstrated by
the example of the wood-plastic product TWiNTEE. For more information, visit our website ... www.hcp0.com
TWiNTEE production line
1. Prepare and insert the pieces of wood into the injection molding machine
2. Injection and curing of the plastic
3. Printing of the tees with our UV-printer
4. Quality inspection
5. Packing and shipping

Design your TWiNTEE online: www.twintee.at
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AIDA CRUISES, Germany

AGENTARIO Golfresort *****
Italy

HEADSTART - Focus plus
Austria

SANTANDER Insurance
#global

STYLIQUE Design
France

MURHOFGRUPPE , Austria

tw18m-TWINTEE Produktfolder-as00.indd

TWiNTEE | #1 Golftee
a trademark of

HYBRID COMPOSITE PRODUCTS GmbH
Tel.: +43 3512 72222 - 0
Poststraße 12 • 8724 Spielberg
www.twintee.at • office@twintee.at

